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WHY DOES PANORAMIC X-RAY QUALITY MATTER? 

HOW DOES THE PANOURA CREATE SUCH A GORGEOUS IMAGE?
1. Direct Conversion Sensor

2. Panoura Position Correction

3. 16 Bit Sensor

PANOURA 18S
WE CARE ABOUT OUR IMAGE!

For doctors that choose to complement their intraoral x-rays with bite wings and FMX from panoramic x-rays, the 
practice e�ciency improvement can be dramatic.

Most Panoramic sensors use lower cost materials that are less sensitive to x-ray. 
Therefore, these sensors must convert x-ray to light before converting to a digital signal.
The extra conversion step can cause the radiation to “fan out” and inadvertently trigger 
surrounding pixels, which reduces clarity. 
The Panoura has a unique sensor design that converts x-ray directly to digital, which 
retains the signal precision.
Like the children’s game of Telephone, the more times the signal gets “handed o�”, the 
more distorted the message becomes.

Resolution is significantly a�ected by how well the patient’s arch aligns with the focal 
plane of the panoramic.
Mis-alignment can be caused either by suboptimal patient positioning or an arch shape 
that doesn’t match the x-ray focal plane.  Even with presets, the arch may still be 
misaligned with the focal plane.
The Panoura captures data at many focal planes and selects the optimal layer at each 
point along the scan.
Like a professional photographer that takes 500 shots to get the one good picture,  
Panoura Position Correction takes stacks of focal planes so that it can choose the best one.  
Panoramic x-ray units that do not have this capability are limited to a single focal plane.

The bit rate directly determines the contrast resolution, which is defined by how many 
shades of gray can be represented in each pixel.
Contrast resolution equates to the level of precision in presenting density di�erences
The Panoura has a 16 bit sensor, the highest on the market.
A 16 bit sensor can present twice the number of gray shades as a 15 bit sensor, and four 
times as many gray shades as a 14 bit sensor.

The higher the panoramic image quality, the larger the share of the workload that can be shouldered by the 
panoramic unit.



CREATING AN FMX CLIPPING FROM THE PANOURA’S HIGH RES IMAGE.

1. Direct Conversion Sensor

2. Clip & Export With a Single Click! 

1. Take the Panoramic scan with our Panoura 18s

 please visit us at www.imageworkscorporation.com/panoura18S
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